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@mipsytipsy 
Hates monitoring

Not a monitoring company

refactor slides



Monitoring

Observability



What’s changed?

Complexity.





We don’t *know* what the questions are, all 
we have are unreliable symptoms or reports. 

Complexity is exploding everywhere, 
but our tools are designed for 

a predictable world.

As soon as we know the question, we usually 
know the answer too.



DBAs and Ops

Full stack instrumentation
you need strace for systems



The app tier capacity is exceeded.  There was 
a big traffic spike, or maybe we rolled out a 
performance degradation, or maybe some 
app instances are down.

Connections to the database are slower than 
normal, causing connections to timeout and 
latency to rise.  Maybe we deployed a bad 
query, or the RAID array is degraded, or there 
is lock contention on a critical row.

Errors or latency are high.  We will run through 
many dashboards built to surface a large 
number of possible causes that we have 
predicted.

“Photos are loading slowly for some people.  Why?”
(LAMP stack edition)





“Photos are loading slowly for some people.  Why?”
(microservices edition)

On one of our 50 microservices, one node is 
running on degraded hardware, causing every 
request to take 50 seconds to complete but 
without generating a timeout error.  This is just 
1 of 10k nodes, but disproportionately 
impacts people looking at older archives.

They aren’t.  But Canadian users running a 
French language pack on a particular version 
of iPhone hardware are hitting a firmware 
condition which makes them unable to save 
local cache, which is why it FEELS like photos 
are loading slowly

Our newest SDK makes additional sequential 
db queries if the developer has enabled an 
optional feature.  Working as intended, but 
sucks; needs refactoring. wtf do i ‘monitor’ for? 



Problems Symptoms
"I have twenty microservices and a sharded 
db and three other data stores in three 
regions, and everything seems to be getting a 
little bit slower but nothing changed that we 
know of, and latency is usually fine on 
Tuesdays.

“All twenty app micro services have 10% of 
available nodes enter a simultaneous crash 
loop cycle, about five times a day, at 
unpredictable intervals. They have nothing in 
common afaik and it doesn’t seem to impact 
the stateful services.  It clears up before we 
can debug it, every time.”

“Our users can compose their own queries that 
we execute server-side, and we don’t surface it 
to them when they are accidentally doing full 
table scans or even multiple full table scans, so 
they blame us.”



Your system is never entirely ‘up’
Many catastrophic states exist at any given time.



there are no more easy problems in the future, 
there are only hard problems.

(Duh … you fixed the easy ones. :) )



Monitoring

Observability



must be exploratory and open-ended.

Observability:

not dashboard-centric or prescriptive.   
you don’t know what you don’t know.

If there’s a schema or an index involved, it’s not futureproof.   
Gather everything.



exploratory, interrogatory, questioning:
Debug by asking questions, not by muscle memory

Can you ask arbitrary open-ended questions 
and play with them?

Context is *everything*, preserve it.



Quit debugging with your eyeballs, 
start debugging with data

It will make you a better engineer!  
Replaceable!!



must be people-first and consumer-quality

Observability:

tools must draw on your intuition and habits 
rich history, sharing, social features



Don’t make everyone be an expert.

(they won’t be, and that’s ok)



Debugging is a social act.
solving new problems is cognitively expensive.  sharing is not.

Our tools must tap into our sense of joy, play, 
performance, community, solidarity.

Bring everyone up to the level of the best debuggers.



must be event-driven, not pre-aggregated.

Observability:

High cardinality is a must. 
Structured data is absolutely assumed.

Get used to sampling at scale.



Events tell stories.
Arbitrarily wide events mean you can amass more and more context 

over time.  Use sampling to control costs and bandwidth.

“Logs” are just a transport mechanism for events!



Aggregates destroy your precious details. 
You need MORE detail and MORE context.

Tags: not good enough

(Yes, you can have aggregates for percentiles; you just 
have to do read-time aggregation.)





You can’t hunt needles if your tools don’t handle extreme outliers, aggregation 
by arbitrary values in a high-cardinality dimension, super-wide rich context…

(they don’t)



You must be able to break down by 1/millions and 
THEN by anything/everything else

High cardinality is not a nice-to-have

‘Platform problems’ are now everybody’s problems



Black swans are the norm
you must care about max/min, 99%, 99.9th, 99.99th, 99.999th … 



Structure your god damn events like it’s 2017

Structure them at the *source*



must be a lingua franca, spanning teams

Observability:

no boundaries between vendor software and your code 
don’t create yet another silo

share tools across the stack.   
can your android devs debug Redis and vice versa?



If your tools don’t give you the ability to correlate across 
disparate systems, vendor and application data alike, whether 

you have control over the underlying software or not …

they’re broken



must be designed for generalist SWEs.

Observability:

SaaS, APIs, SDKs.   
not designed for ops.

Ops lives on the other side of an API



Operations skills are not optional for software engineers 
in 2016.  They are not “nice-to-have”,

they are table stakes.



Cultivate a team of software engineers who 
value operational excellence.



Watch it run in production. 
Accept no substitute.

Get used to observing your systems when they AREN’T on fire.



Your reward:  
Drastically fewer paging alerts

Do you really need more than end to end 
checks of your SLAs?  Really?

Wake up a human only when customers 
are impacted



there are no more easy problems in the future, 
there are only hard problems.

(Duh … you fixed the easy ones. :) )



~@grepory, Monitorama 2016, paraphrased

“Just get used to thinking about your 
system like it’s a distributed system, 

and you’ll mostly be okay.”



high cardinality 
high dimensionality 

event-driven 
structured 

ad hoc 
social 
fun.

Glorious Future™



“Monitoring” is dead and good riddance

“Observability” is TDD for production
Don’t ship without it.



i sketched up a @honeycombio redis 
connector in a few lines of shell





OLD: static dashboards & monitoring



NEW: exploratory debugging & observability



NEW: tracing (opentracing, zipkin, lightstep)



(open zipkin)



• fgdlf
Charity Majors 
@mipsytipsy














